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NEW QUESTION: 1
-- Exhibit -- Exhibit -Click the Exhibit button.
An administrator is unable to provision additional vApps configured to access the
organization's
direct connected external network.
What are two possible ways to correct this problem? (Choose two.)
A. Increase the number of ports on the port group.
B. Reconfigure the port group for ephemeral.
C. Increase the number of networks in the network pool.
D. Configure an IP pool on the port group.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit. Assume that the HQ phones have access to the HQ partition, and BR
phones have access to the BR partition. Which set of implementations would best address the
overlapping directory number extensions for intersite (WAN) calling between the HQ site and
the BR site?
A. Configure a single route pattern for both sites 8[12,12,12].[1-32]XXX. Use a route list
that contains the local route group for each site. Prefix the appropriate site code for the
calling number.
B. Configure a translation pattern 8222.[12]XXX for site HQ, and assign it to partition BR.
Use a CSS that contains the partitions for HQ phones.
Configure a translation pattern 8111.[1-3]XXX for site BR, and assign it to partition HQ. Use
a CSS that contains the partitions for BR phones.
For both translation patterns, configure the called party DDI of Predot. Prefix the
appropriate site code for the calling number.

C. Configure a route pattern 8222.[12]XXX for site HQ, and assign it to partition HQ.
Configure the called party DDI of Predot.
Configure a route pattern for site BR 8111.[1-3]XXX, and assign it to partition BR.
Configure called party DDI Predot.
Use the local gateway at each site. Prefix the appropriate site code for the calling number.
D. Configure a translation pattern 8222.[12]XXX for site HQ, and assign it to partition HQ.
Use a CSS that contains the partitions for BR phones.
Configure a translation pattern 8111.[1-3]XXX for site BR, and assign it to partition BR. Use
a CSS that contains the partitions for HQ phones.
For both translation patterns, configure the called party DDI of Predot. Prefix the
appropriate site code for the calling number.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following operators creates multiple conditions in expressions and always returns
True, False, or Null?
A. String operator
B. Arithmetic operator
C. Comparison operator
D. Boolean operator
Answer: D
Explanation:
A Boolean operator creates multiple conditions in expressions. It is also referred to as a logical
operator. The Boolean operator always returns True, False, or Null. Some Boolean operators
are as follows:
And (Logical And)
Or (Inclusive Or)
Not (Logical Not)
Answer D is incorrect. An arithmetic operator performs numeric calculations.
Answer A is incorrect. A string operator works with the string datatype.
Answer C is incorrect. A comparison operator compares two values or expressions in an
equation.
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